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best of the best. played this on xbox 360 and actually liked it despite the bugs and sometimes dumb AI. I got into it since it had
you travel between the civil war and world war 1 and when it came out at the time there weren't really any games about ww1
except for toy soldiers and a lackluster of civil war games. I got it on pc so I could play with the habitat editor which can be
found here since the main website for darkest of days is dead: https://www.fileplanet.com/archive/p-44817/Darkest-of-Days-
Level-Editor honestly I wish it would go on sale so more people would be willing to buy it.. MONDAY MONDAY MONDAY!.
One of WAY TOO MANY of the indie games of the late 2000's that focus on delivering an 'experience' and to 'change the way
gaming is perceived' and 'waste your u2665u2665u2665u2665ing time with a u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665 boring
platformer disguised as an introspective journey into a world and into yourself'. Don't get this, and if you were unfortunate
enough to have already received it, don't play it. It's not worth your time.. Sometimes you gotta team up with the boys and have
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a big arena ya know?. Really great idea, but poorly implemented. Especially the population cap of 90 is extremely annoying. I
understand that it used to be neccesary then when this game first came out, but they should have left an option for the user to
increase that cap. Way too overpriced. I can't recommend it for its current price. I only bought it because I used to play it as a
kid.. One of the best poker games I know apart from Poker Night 2.. thats my review
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